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Abstract: In this work, we focused on the resonant cavity effect of the air plasma, formed
during femtosecond laser filamentation, on the near- and far-field profiles of the generated
terahertz (THz) radiation. Via the method of ray tracing, it has been demonstrated that
both on-axis propagation and conical forward emission of THz wave could be qualitatively
interpreted in case of considering the filament as a Fabry-Perot-like micro-cavity with radial
step refractive index distribution in THz domain. Our theory might potentially solve the
contradictions of different experimental observations on THz spatial profiles reported in
publications, and renew the understanding of THz wave propagation inside the filament
plasma column.

Index Terms: Single-color filamentation, plasma, micro-cavity, terahertz wave.

1. Introduction
The generation of terahertz (THz) wave from a single-color femtosecond laser filament in air has
been studied for nearly three decades [1]–[12]. The modern view of the underlying mechanism
of this THz radiation process is normally considered as the Cherenkov-type radiation [6], [7], and
the forwardly emitted THz profile in the far field was detected in conical shape [6]. In this respect,
the corresponding emission angle of the maximum THz lobe at one certain frequency f can be
predicted via the formula of θ = arcsin[c/(L·f)]1/2 [6], [7], where c is the light velocity in the vacuum,
and L is the filament length as the only undetermined variable. The calculated results of θ within
the range of f from 0.1 to 5 THz are shown in Fig. 1, in which L was set to be 1, 3, 10 and 30 cm,
respectively, according to Ref. [6]. Obviously, one can see that the higher-f THz component has a
less θ, and thus would be located in the inner ring of the far-field THz donut-like profile. Besides,
the overall θ decreases when L is larger.

However, the well-known transition-Cherenkov theory [6], [7] cannot well account for many other
far-field THz properties in the literature, such as THz radial [2]–[5] and on-axis emission [11], or even
the combination of conical and on-axis THz propagation [12], as listed in the column of “Property”
in the following Table 1. Note that, these diverse properties of THz emission resulted from a similar
experimental frame, i.e., single-color laser pumping THz wave generation. Actually, different profiles
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Fig. 1. The emission angle θ as a function of THz frequency f in case of four filament length L values,
predicted by the transition-Cherenkov model [6], [7].

TABLE 1

THz Emission Profiles in the Far Field of a Single-Color Filament

of THz radiation appeared, even if the adopted initial parameters of the experiments were almost
the same [5], [6].

On the other hand, various mechanisms (column “Theory” in Table 1) were proposed to describe
the above different experimental results of the far-field THz patterns, e.g., longitudinal plasma
oscillation [2], [8]. Besides, transverse plasma oscillation [13] and both longitudinal and transverse
plasma oscillations [14] have also been suggested. However, a common origin has not been
achieved, to the best of our knowledge, in order to be responsible for all these complicated and
inconsistent observations.

Note that THz pulses are generated from the inside of the filament, nevertheless the influence
of the air-plasma interface on THz wave propagation and the corresponding spatial distribution
modulation have long been neglected. Recently, it has been discovered that the filament plasma
not only plays the role of a THz wave generator, but also acts as a THz waveguide due to the
post-stage interaction between the free electrons and the generated THz wave. This effect has
been observed as the phenomenon of spectral self-action [15] or spatial confinement [16], [17] in
the THz spectral region.

Thus in this work, attentions have been paid to the waveguide effect of the air plasma on the
THz radiation during filamentation. Specifically following the concept of spatial confinement of THz
wave, a plasma-formed THz micro-cavity model has been built. It has been proved that the filament
could form a resonant micro-cavity in THz band, which possesses the capability of creating radial
and conical or even on-axis THz beam radiations. Accordingly, the previously reported THz far- and
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Fig. 2. (a) The simulated radial N e distribution [18]. (b1-b4) Four examples of nTH z calculated at 0.1, 1,
2 and 5 THz, respectively. (c) The simplified evolution of nTH z along r.

near-field properties in the literature could be interpreted by the modulation of the micro-cavity’s
step-index on the guided THz wave.

2. Theory and Analytical/Numerical Calculations
2.1 Radial Refractive Index Distribution of the Filament in THz Band

In order to investigate the possibility of a filament being a waveguide of THz wave, it is essential
to obtain the information of the plasma density N e distribution within the filament area. Here, the
characteristic radial distribution of N e in the cross section of the filament has been borrowed from
our previous work (Ref. [18]), and redrawn in Fig. 2(a). It was simulated at the geometrical focus
of the lens, based on the nonlinear wave equation using the slowly varying envelop approximation
[19]. More detailed information could be found in Ref. [18]. Impressively, this N e distribution has an
off-axis maximum, which has been experimentally confirmed by Ref. [20]. This structure has also
been tested to be appropriate for guiding laser pulses or even x-ray during filamentation [21], [22].
Thus, one will be curious about whether it still works for THz waves.

The corresponding nTH z distribution of the filament in THz band can be given by the real part of
the square root of the permittivity (relative dielectric constant εr ):

nTH z = Re
(√

εr
) = Re

⎛

⎝

√

1 − ω2
p

ω2 − i vω

⎞

⎠ , (1)

where v is the free electron collision frequency (typically at 1 THz [23]); ω is the THz angular
frequency (ω = 2π f); and ωp indicates the plasma frequency (in SI units):

ωp =
√

e2

m eε0
N e. (2)

e represents the electric charge, and m e indicates the effective mass of the electron, and ε0 is the
permittivity in the vacuum. Four representative results of nTH z, calculated at f = 0.1, 1, 2 and 5 THz,
are shown in Fig. 2(b1-b4), respectively. One can see that nTH z has a common feature of a step
change at around r = 70 mm (nearly half of the filament diameter), and then its value approaches
1 towards the periphery of the filament (air region). In view of the radial step of nTH z, as well as its
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Fig. 3. (a) The diagram of THz beam propagation path along the filament and the expected far-field THz
ring. (b) The detailed THz beam paths in the y-z plane inside the plasma column.

relative flatness evolutions on both sides of the sharp change, it is reasonable to simplify nTH z to
the one as shown in Fig. 2(c). That is, the value of nTH z is set to be a constant as nTH z(r = 0) or 1,
inside or outside the step change, respectively. In this case, the filament is a homogeneous index
rod in the THz spectral region with diameter smaller than (or comparable with) the THz wavelength.
Accordingly, the parallelism of the air-plasma interfaces becomes intrinsically excellent, so that the
radial oscillation of THz wave inside the filament column can no longer be ignored.

In the following sections, based on the simplified radial nTH z distribution [Fig. 2(c)], THz modes
formed in the far field of the filament and inside the plasma channel have been analytically solved
and numerically simulated with a simple resonant micro-cavity model. By developing the method
of “ray tracing”, which has already been successfully used in field of Fabry-Perot (F-P) micro-cavity
analysis [24], [25], it has been demonstrated that, as for a filament with diameter comparable with
the THz wavelength, the transmission and reflection of the THz wave at the air-plasma interface
are strongly dependent on the intrinsic F-P nature of this filament based THz micro-cavity.

It is also worth mentioning that, it has been suggested that the THz generation is mainly at the
front of a femtosecond laser pulse and is thus almost not affected by the plasma [26]. This seems to
disagree with the precondition of this work: interactions between the plasma and THz wave occur
inside the filament channel. As for the this issue, however, the authors from the same joint research
group of Ref. [26] later theoretically confirmed that the generated THz pulse had an interaction with
the air plasma as the post-process after its generation, which inevitably led to the THz spectral
self-action (broadening) [15]. Recently, this effect has been experimentally clarified as the spatial
confinement of THz wave inside the plasma column [10], [27].

2.2 Frequency-Dependence Emission Angle of the Far-Field THz Mode

It is well known that the plasma could be produced within the same temporal scale of the pumping
laser pulse duration, e.g., a few tens of femtoseconds [28], while the plasma’s average lifetime is
as long as several nanoseconds [29]. In contrast, the building time of the THz pulse is around a few
picoseconds, much longer than that of the plasma, but much shorter than the plasma’s lifetime. This
fact hints that, the plasma could be formed in an instant moment before the THz pulse generation.
Afterwards, it would last enough long time for guiding the THz wave inside it. For this reason, the
plasma channel can be treated as a static THz waveguide.

Assume that the THz wave, emitted from the origin o inside the filament plasma column, propa-
gates in all directions. Then the following multiple THz refractions and coherent combinations could
make a far-field THz mode, which are schematically shown in Fig. 3(a). Here, the problem that we
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Fig. 4. (a) nTH z as a function of THz frequency f at different N e values from 1013 to 1017 cm−3. (b) The
corresponding THz radiation angle θ.

considered in this paper is a pure one-dimensional problem, thus the diffraction effect has been
neglected [24], [25].

In Fig. 3(b), more details have been introduced in the y-z plane. Our central concern of THz
radiation angle θ, in direction of which the THz pulses achieve constructive interference in the
far field, can be deduced as follows. Firstly, the optical path difference � between two adjacent
refracted THz beams is given by

� = nTH z(A B + B C) − nai r (A D ) = 2
d

cos θ′ (nTH z − nai r sin θ′′ sin θ′), (3)

where d is the diameter of the filament cylinder, and θ′ is the incidence angle of THz ray on the
plasma-air interface, and θ′′ is the refractive angle in the air side (also the complementary angle of
θ). Moreover, at the plasma-air interface, the THz wave follows the Snell’s law: nTH zsinθ ′ = nai r sinθ ′′,
which can be substituted into Eq. (3), and one would thus obtain

� = 2nTH zd cos θ′. (4)

Secondly, if considering the constructive coherence of THz wave in the far field, the optical path
difference � should be an integral multiple of the THz wavelength λTH z, thus � = mλTH z, where m
is any natural number. Hence, it is clear that

mλTH z = 2nTH zd

√

1 −
(

nai r cos θ

nTH z

)2

. (5)

At last, by solving the above Eq. (5), the expression of θ is as follows (Appendix):

cos θ =
√

(2nTH zd)2 − (mλTH z)
2

(2nai r d)2
. (6)

As for the zero order of m = 0:

cos θ = nTH z

nai r
≈ nTH z. (7)

It is worthy of noting that, the THz wave emission from a single-color filament has been demon-
strated to be radially polarized in a conical shape [6], i.e., a typical TM-like mode. According to this
fact, on the plasma-air interface, the phase change (e.g., φ) of the Fresnel reflection coefficient is
always 0 or π, as long as nTH z is smaller than nai r [30]. Since this condition can be easily fulfilled in
view of the coming Fig. 4(a), the phase difference between two adjacent THz beams in the far field
(i.e., 2φ) would be 0 or 2π, which thus could be neglected during calculations of �.
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In addition, by reading Eq. (7), it is interesting to find that θ depends solely on nTH z. While in
the formula of nTH z [Eq. (1), (2)], N e is the only undetermined variable, besides the THz angular
frequency ω = 2π f. In the next step, N e value has been varied to study the evolutions of nTH z and
θ. The calculated results given by Eq. (1) and (7) are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively.

It can be seen in Fig. 4(a) that nTH z is larger than 1 in the low-frequency band (mostly around
0.1 THz). This might account for the well-known Cherenkov-type radiation of THz wave [6], whose
propagation velocity must be smaller than that of the oscillating electron driven by the laser intensity
with velocity of c. Afterwards, in Fig. 4(a), nTH z decreased to the minimum due to the resonance
between THz wave and the plasma (ωTH z = ωp ) [16]. Then, nTH z gradually increased and finally
approached the unity. Overall, nTH z of the filament is mainly below the unity. Coincidentally, in view
of Eq. (7), only nTH z < 1 can result in a solvable θ. Hence, the filament is very likely to be an ideal
waveguide for THz wave.

This issue has been further confirmed by Fig. 4(b), in which θ basically decreased with the
increasing f, hinting that the higher-frequency THz component preferred a smaller angle in order
to achieve constructive coherence and form a far-field THz ring. This calculation result of θ has
the similar tendency with Fig. 1 predicted by the Cherenkov model [6], [7], and also with Fig. 8
in Ref. [10] simulated by the 1DND model. Moreover, as for one certain THz frequency, its θ

increased with the increasing N e. This observation is in accordance with Fig. 4 in Ref. [6], in
which L was decreased together with the increasing of N e by shortening the focal length of the
lens [31].

Moreover, in case of f >> v, Eq. (7) could be further deduced as

cos θ ≈ nTH z = Re

⎛

⎝

√

1 − ω2
p

ω2 − i vω

⎞

⎠ ≈
√

1 − ω2
p

ω2
. (8)

Thus

sin θ ≈ ωp

ω
. (9)

Since ωp is proportional to N 1/2
e as shown in Eq. (2) and ω = 2π f, then

θ ∝ arcsin

√
N e

f
. (10)

The simplified outcome above is consistent with the result as shown in Fig. 4(b) towards high THz
spectral region. Compared with � = arcsin[c/(L·f)]1/2 determined by the qusi-Cherenkov radiation in
Ref. [6], [7], these two expressions are associated with each other by N e ∼1/L , which is supported
by Ref. [31], [32]. This mathematical coincidence between two formulas actually indicates that,
the plasma micro-cavity model suggested in this work might be another possible way for THz
wave phase matching during propagation (besides the Cherenkov scheme [6]), following the THz
generation stage driven by the longitudinal ponderomotive forces for one-color plasma [1].

It has also been reported that the resonant THz transition radiation could be generated at two
sharp plasma-vacuum boundaries driven by a normally incident laser pulse [14], [33], [34]. However,
it is obviously not our case, since the considered plasma-air interfaces in this paper between which
THz waves oscillated were parallel to the laser propagation direction.

Till now, the f-dependent conical THz emission in the far field has been theoretically reproduced.
Another important phenomenon of the reported THz radial radiation as shown in Table 1 will be
investigated in the next Section 2.3. And the related numerical simulations have been performed
in Section 2.4. Moreover, it can be noticed that in the region from nTH z = 1 to nTH z = minimum
[Fig. 4(a)], the corresponding θ increased with the increasing THz frequency [Fig. 4(b)], against the
overall trend of θ-f. This issue will be briefly discussed in Section 2.5.
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Fig. 5. (a) A longitudinal slice of the simplified model of a filament with homogeneous refractive indices
of nTH z (inside) and nai r (outside). (b) Partially enlarged details of THz wave radial oscillations inside
the filament slice.

2.3 Near-Field THz Modes Inside the Plasma Column

The above Section 2.2 dealt with the multiple refractions of THz wave at the periphery of the filament
cylinder, which resulted in far-field THz modes. In this section, multiple reflections during THz wave
propagation inside the plasma column have been investigated instead. Although a more precise
1DND model has been built in Ref. [16], the formation process of the ring-shaped THz propagation
mode is still unclear. Thus, the following deducing is aimed at uncovering the basic physics of this
phenomenon.

Noting that along the plasma channel, the THz energy loss could be compensated by the gain
acquired during the filamentation [18], here we solely concentrated on one longitudinal slice of the
filament, as shown in Fig. 5(a), which was cut from the plasma micro-cavity in Fig. 3(b). All the
following calculations on THz oscillations are made in the radial direction of this filament slice.

Once again, the simplified distribution of nTH z as shown in Fig. 2(c) was employed, and the radial
diameter of the plasma zone was written as d [Fig. 5(a)], from −d/2 (one end) to +d/2 (the other
end) by taking the center as the origin zero [Fig. 5(b)]. The THz wave with amplitude of E0 was
assumed to be emitted from the origin line, and the THz electric field E(r) at a certain radial distance
of r from the origin line can be calculated as

E (r ) =
3∑

i=1

E i

∞∑

N =0

{R 2 exp[i (kr · 2d + 2φ)]}N
, (11)

where E i (i = 1, 2 and 3) represents the amplitudes of three different THz rays reaching the location
r [Fig. 5(b)].

As for the first one, E1 is the amplitude of the THz ray which was emitted from the origin line to
reach the point r directly without any reflection on the air-plasma interfaces:

E 1 = E 0 exp[i (kr · r )]. (12)

Thus, there is a phase shift of kr ·r between E1 and E0, where kr = k · cosθ′ = (2π · nTHz · f/c) · cosθ′

is the transverse component of THz wave vector k, and θ ′ is the angle between k and kr, i.e., the
THz incidence angle on the air-plasma interface. In the same manner, the second one, E2, is the
amplitude of the THz ray which was emitted from the origin line to reach the same position r,
however, via one additional reflection:

E 2 = R · E 0 exp{i [kr · (d + r ) + φ]}. (13)
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Fig. 6. (a) Distributions of the THz mode field intensity I(r) at λn /d of 2 (black solid line), 1.5 (red dashed
line), 1 (green dash-dot line) and 0.5 (blue doted line), respectively. (b) Near-field THz propagation
modes at λn /d = 2 with respect to θ′ (0–90 degree).

Here, R is the reflection coefficient of the THz ray at the air-plasma interface, and φ = 0 or π is
the corresponding phase shift, both of which followed Fresnel’s equations for TM wave [30]. At last,
E3 is the amplitude of the 3rd THz ray which was emitted from the origin line, passed the position
r, reflected on the interface and then returned back to r:

E 3 = R · E 0 exp{i [kr · (d − r ) + φ]}. (14)

Moreover, each E i is considered experiencing infinite round trips inside the cavity given by the
item of

∑∞
N =0 {R 2 exp[i (kr · 2d + 2φ)]}N

[the latter half of Eq. (11)], in which kr ·2d is the phase
shift induced by one round trip inside the filament cavity, and 2φ = 0 or 2π is introduced by the
reflections on both interfaces at +d/2 and −d/2. If further taking into account of the infinite series
of

∑∞
N =0 {R 2 exp[i (kr · 2d + 2φ)]}N = 1

1−R 2 exp[i (kr ·2d+2φ)] , finally, E(r) in Eq. (11) can be computed by

E (r ) = E 0
exp[i (kr · r )] + Rexp{i [kr · (d + r ) + φ]} + Rexp{i [kr · (d − r ) + φ]}

1 − R 2 exp[i (kr · 2d + 2φ)]
. (15)

Then, the THz mode field intensity I(r) can be calculated by multiplying E(r) with its conjugate
item, i.e., I(r) = E(r)·E∗(r). Four examples of I(r) are shown in Fig. 6(a). It can be seen that I(r)
has maximums at the interfaces (r = ±d/2), which well agrees with the mode profiles given by
calculations and simulations in Ref. [16], [18].

As shown in Fig. 6(a), I(r) was calculated by setting λn/d as four different values (i.e., 2, 1.5, 1
and 0.5), where λn = λ/nTH z is the THz effective wavelength inside the plasma column. And the
used reflection coefficient R at the interface was about 0.33 given by Fresnel’s equations. λn/d = 2
actually corresponds to the case of f = 0.1 THz as shown in Fig. 2(b1), and λn/d = 0.5 denotes
that of f = 5 THz in Fig. 2(b4). The decreasing of λn/d (from 2 to 0.5) is in fact equivalent to the
increasing of the THz frequency. It can be seen that the higher-frequency THz mode has the smaller
“openning” (ring diameter), which agrees with the variation trend predicted by the 1DND model [16].
This result is also not in contradiction with the far-field outcomes as shown in Fig. 1 (qusi-Cherenkov
model) or Fig. 4(b), if considering the diffraction of the f-related in-cavity THz mode (Fig. 6(a)) at
the end of the filament into air.

In addition, in the above calculations of I(r) as plotted in Fig. 6(a), θ′ was set to 0 for the sake of
convenience. Next, θ′ was varied from 0 to 90 degree and the corresponding I(r) results with λn/d
fixed at 2 are shown in Fig. 6(b). One can see in Fig. 6(b) that the ring-shaped THz propagation
mode was obtained mainly at θ′ = 0 degree, which reveals that the formation of strong THz in-cavity
mode dependents on the normal incidence of THz wave onto the nTH z − nai r interface. This coincides
the theory of THz wave radial emission [2]–[5], which could be the origin of THz oscillations inside
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Fig. 7. (a1-e1) The simulated THz modes within the cross section of the filaments at 0.1, 1, 2, 5 and
10 THz, respectively. (a2-e2) The corresponding radial distributions of the THz mode intensity.

the plasma column. During this oscillation, multiple THz refractions and reflections occurred (Fig. 3
and 5), thus the far- and near-field THz modes finally came into being (Fig. 4 and 6).

Compared with the far-field THz mode, the THz propagation mode inside the filament could be
much less in intensity. This is due to the fact that the reflection coefficient R on the interface for a
TM-polarized THz mode [16], [18] normally has a small value, e.g., 0.33 used in Fig. 6, in case of
nTH z (inside) being smaller than nai r (outside) [30]. In practice, one has to eliminate the far-field THz
mode in order to observe the diffraction of the near-field one [35].

2.4 Numerical Simulations of the THz Propagation Mode

In order to further confirm our theory, in this section, numerical simulations have been performed
to study the possible THz modes inside the cross section of the filament. By inputting the simplified
distributions of nTH z, as shown in Fig. 2(c), into a commercial software FDTD Solutions, THz
eigenmodes localized in the filament area have been established by the finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) method.

Fig. 7(a1-e1) show the intensity profiles of these modes at 0.1, 1, 2, 5 and 10 THz, respectively.
Since the fields are identical after a rotation of π/2 radian, only one of the doublet degenerated modes
is illustrated. It can be seen that the THz energy is strongly constrained inside a circular region
(white dashed circle) which marks the trajectory of the radial step change of the index distribution
as shown in Fig. 2(c). To begin with, in low THz band (Fig. 7(a1)), most of the energy is located
at the interface between the plasma and the air. However, with the growth of THz frequencies,
the mode field tends to converge to the cross-sectional center (Fig. 7(e1)). Fig. 7(a2-e2) further
display the corresponding radial distributions of the mode intensity at each THz frequency along
the black dashed line as indicated in Fig. 7(a1). One could clearly see the evolution of the modal
‘opening’ which decreased with the increasing THz frequency, in accordance with the calculated
ones (Fig. 6(a)).

2.5 Resonant Cavity Effect of the Filament in Two-Color Case

In the above sections, the micro-cavity effect of the single-color filament on the generated THz wave
has been discussed. In practice, a two-color laser field pumping scheme [36] is often chosen in
order to further increase the THz yield. The micro-cavity effect of the filament in principle could also
be applicable in the situation of two-color photoionization in air, as long as the created THz wave
has a radial component inside the plasma column (Fig. 5). Therefore in this section, we attempted
to extend our resonant cavity theory to the two-color case, aiming at qualitatively interpreting the
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TABLE 2

THz Emission Profiles in the Far Field of a Dual-Color Filament

potential reasons of diverse THz profiles observed in dual-color laser pumping THz generation
experiments [32], [35], [37]–[43].

It is well known that THz wave diffracts in a smaller angle with the increase of its frequency during
two-color filamentation [37]–[40]. This nature has been explained by the off-axis phase matching
model [37]. However, when the length of the filament is smaller than the dephasing length (∼22 mm
for a filament with N e ∼ 1016 cm−3) [37], this theory is no longer valid. Because in such a case, no
two THz beams, emitted from any longitudinal positions of the filament, could be totally out-phase
to achieve destructive interference. Thus, in the far field after the two-color filament, there would be
no detectable THz ring with enough contrast.

Nevertheless, far-field THz rings have been detected from a two-color filament with only ∼6 mm
in length [16]. And the 1DND model has been suggested to interpret the observed THz profile with
higher-frequency THz component in the inner ring [16]. The key point of 1DND model is associated
with the propagation of THz wave inside the plasma column and diffraction at the end of the filament,
similar with the physical process described in Section 2.3 of this work.

However, there are still many other reports cannot be satisfyingly explained by the off-axis phase
matching or 1DND model. Some of them can be found in the references as shown in the last three
rows of Table 2.

Although, the publications [32], [35], [37]–[43] in Table 2 have their own self-consistent theories,
one unified mechanism is still in urgent need. Here, we suggest that the micro-cavity model of the
filament may qualitatively account for the above experimental phenomena [32], [35], [37]–[43].

I) As can be seen in Fig. 4(b), at the beginning part of the θ-f curves in low THz band, there is
a positive correlation relationship between THz radiation angle θ and frequency f, which has
also been observed in Ref. [32].

II) Then, in the top-value area of θ-f distribution, one can see θ remains almost the same
regardless of f variation, which might be the phenomenon reported in Ref. [41].

III) Next, in the most part of θ-f evolution, clearly θ decreases with the increasing f. This is actually
what is frequently observed in the literature [37]–[40].

IV) Furthermore, as for the on-axis propagation (θ ∼ 0) of THz wave during two-color filamentation
[35], [42], [43], the THz frequency content needs to be rather high, as demonstrated in Ref.
[35]. This agrees with our calculation outcomes of θ-f in high THz band as shown in Fig. 4(b)
where θ is close to 0 as well.

3. Experimental Verification
Although analytic calculations and FDTD simulations have been carried out in this work, it is still
better to achieve experimental evidences of the existence of the plasma micro-cavity effect. Previ-
ously, it has been reported that one could experimentally observe the filament-guided propagation
of THz pulses, which were injected from another filament, in case of crossing the two filaments from
the same laser amplifier [47]. This indirectly proved the THz guiding effect induced by the plasma
micro-cavity. Based on the same thought, we actually have ever tried focusing an air plasma-based
THz beam into another filament channel (without filaments interaction) and detecting the modulated
THz signal. However, the expected micro-cavity effect of the filament on the injected THz wave is
not remarkable. This might be due to the huge difference of the spatial sizes between the filament
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Fig. 8. Radial distributions of THz intensity as a function of r at five THz frequencies. The black arrow
pointed out the variation trend to the higher-frequency THz component. Inset: the schematic of profiling
the THz beam with an adjustable aperture and a traditional THz-EOS.

(∼100 μm in diameter) and the focused THz beam (∼2 mm in diameter). As for this issue, we
have planned to achieve a sub-wavelength-scale THz beam, e.g., via super-resolution focusing by
a metalens [48], [49], and then repeat the experiment. This work is still underway.

On the other hand, the proposed physical model in this work, as well as the following numeri-
cal simulations, have drawn a consistent conclusion on the frequency dependence of the spatial
distribution of the THz emission from a laser filament. That is, the high-frequency content tends
to be located in the inner ring of the circular cross section of the THz beam. On this aspect, an
additional experiment has been carried out by using a 1 kHz (repetition frequency), 800 nm (central
wavelength) and 50 fs (FWHM of the temporal width) Ti:sapphire laser pulse with 1 mJ/pulse. The
laser pulse was focused by a f = 100 cm lens, creating a centimeter-scale long single-color filament
in the air as the source of THz radiation. The detection setup was a traditional THz electro-optical
sampling (EOS) system. Between the filament and the EOS setup, an adjustable aperture has been
positioned with a distance of about 3 cm from the end of the filament, in order to characterize the
emitted THz beam profile.

As shown as the inset in Fig. 8, varying the opening radius r of the aperture, the waveforms
of transmitted THz pulses were recorded by the EOS setup. Next, via differential and Fourier
transformations on the detected THz waveforms, the spectral intensity as a function of r at one
certain THz frequency can be retrieved. Fig. 8 displays such radial distributions of THz spectral
intensity at 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 THz, respectively. Note that 0.6 THz was the peak frequency
of the detected THz spectrum in our experiment.

It can be clearly seen that the THz intensity with higher frequency tends to be located at a smaller
r (as pointed by the black arrow in Fig. 8), namely, the inner ring of the THz radiation profile. This
is in agreement with our theoretical conclusion (Fig. 4, 6 and 7). Moreover, the detected radiation
angle θ of the THz wave is about arctan(6 mm / 3 cm) = 12 degree at 0.8 THz. Reading Fig. 4(b),
similar information can also be obtained if assuming the mean N e of the filament is 1015 cm−3 (the
green line). This further proved the validity of our model.

4. Discussion
In this work, the proposed micro-cavity model might suffer the lack of more precise quantitative
results, compared with thorough mathematical calculations based on theoretical physics, such
as particle-in-cell (PIC) model [44]–[46]. However, the micro-cavity model could quickly provide
physical explanations about the experimental results without going through time-consuming rigorous
computational operations. For instance, Eq. (10) is able to tell immediately that the radiation angle
of a THz wave in the far field after the filament decreases with the increasing THz frequency, which
is a foresight with great guiding significance. In addition, Eq. (10) predicts θ ∼ 0 for rather high-
frequency content of the THz emission. This has been experimentally confirmed by implementing
an open pinhole in the THz beam path and observing the on-axis propagating THz mode [35].
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5. Conclusion
In summary, in view of the radial step index distribution of a laser filament in the THz spectral
region, the plasma channel is expected to be a micro-cavity for the created THz wave. In this
case, the propagating THz wave could undergo multiple reflections and refractions at the interface
between the filament and air. Consequently, both inside the plasma column and in the far field, the
THz electric fields have been inferred to appear as ring modes with frequency dependence. This
resonance waveguide model of the laser filament is helpful to shed light on the complicated THz
profiles reported in the publications (please see Table 1 and 2). More importantly, it confirms the role
of the filament plasma as a THz waveguide, which has already been experimentally demonstrated
in other frequency bands, such as the microwave [50], [51], NIR and x-ray [18], [19], etc.

Appendix
The details of the derivation of Eq. (6) have been presented as follows. Firstly, in view of Fig. 3(b),
the optical path difference � between two adjacent refracted THz beams is given by

� = nTH z(A B + B C) − nai r (A D )

= nTH z(2A B ) − nai r (A C sin θ′′)

= nTH z(2A B ) − nai r (2A B sin θ′ sin θ′′)

= 2A B (nTH z − nai r sin θ′ sin θ′′)

= 2
d

cos θ′ (nTH z − nai r sin θ′′ sin θ′) (a1)

At the interface between the plasma and air, the THz wave followed the Snell’s law:

nai r sin θ′′ = nTH z sin θ′ (a2)

which can be substituted into the equation of �, and one will obtain

� = 2
d

cos θ′ (nTH z − nTH zsin2θ′)

= 2
d

cos θ′ nTH z(1 − sin2θ′)

= 2
d

cos θ′ nTH zcos2θ′

= 2nTH zd cos θ′ (a3)

On the other hand, if considering the constructive coherence of THz waves in the far field, the
optical path difference � should be an integral multiple (m) of the THz wavelength λTH z, thus

� = mλTH z (a4)

Hence, it is clear that

mλTH z = 2nTH zd cos θ′ = 2nTH zd
√

1 − sin2θ′

= 2nTH zd

√

1 −
(

nai r sin θ′′

nTH z

)2

= 2nTH zd

√

1 −
(

nai r cos θ

nTH z

)2

(∵ θ′′ + θ = 90) (a5)
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and thus

cos θ = nTH z

nai r

√

1 −
(

mλTH z

2nTH zd

)2

=
√(

nTH z

nai r

)2

−
(

nTH z

nai r

mλTH z

2nTH zd

)2

=
√(

2nTH zd
2nai r d

)2

−
(

mλTH z

2nai r d

)2

=
√

(2nTH zd)2 − (mλTH z)
2

(2nai r d)2
(a6)

This final outcome was written as Eq. (6) in the main text.
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